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0 of 0 review helpful This new edition is much better than the old By Margaret A Frick Exactly what it says it is This 
is not a field guide per se but it covers all the bats of Texas with lovely colored pictures of each species their range 
lifestyles and identifying characteristics I bought one for myself and one for our local nature center This new edition is 
much better than the old It has colored clearer pi Texas home to the world s largest remaining bat cave Bracken Cave 
has the most diverse bat fauna of any state Texas hosts all four families of bats occurring in the United States and 
thirty two species of these fascinating mammals which are capable of flight in complete darkness Their intricate sonar 
system which aids them in negotiating obstacles and locating prey makes them the focus of sophisticated research and 
fantastic myth Occurring in all the major ecolo an accurate and comprehensive guide to U S bats My staff and I refer 
to this book frequently Nina Fascione Executive Director of Bat Conservation International 
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